Estimators within the Cox family are often used to estimate models for repeated events. Yet, there is much we still do not know about the performance of these estimators. In particular, we do not know how they perform given time dependence, different censoring rates, and a varying number of events and sample sizes. We use Monte Carlo simulations to demonstrate the performance of a variety of popular semiparametric estimators as these data aspects change and under conditions of event dependence and heterogeneity, both, or neither. We conclude that the conditional frailty model outperforms other standard estimators under a wide array of data-generating processes, and data limitations rarely alter its performance.
Introduction
Political scientists often care about the answers to questions involving the effects of variables on the timing and occurrence of outcomes that may recur. Examples of repeated events of interest in political science include individual changes in partisanship (Kuhn 2009 ) or decisions to turn out to vote (Leighley and Nagler 2013) , international acts of terrorism (Dugan, LaFree, and Piquero 2005) , the formation of trade agreements (Baccini 2012) , instances of pension retrenchment (Fernandez 2010) , government elections (Brancati and Snyder 2011) or collapse (Curini 2011) , presidential vetoes (Rohde and Simon 1985) , policy diffusion (Boehmke and Witmer 2004; Boehmke and Skinner 2012) , outbreak of civil wars (Schneider and Wiesehomeier 2008) , and mediation success (Greig 2001; Beardsley 2008) . These types of processes are not amenable to analysis with generalized linear models because of the prevalence of multiple types of dependencies in the data.
Consider that the simple passage of time may affect the likelihood an event occurs, producing event rates that depend on time. Governments may have natural life cycles, for example, or one's party identification may solidify with age (Plutzer 2002) . Additionally, event rates may depend on the existence and number of previous events, a phenomenon referred to as event or occurrence dependence. This type of dependence may arise in the case of terrorist acts if the perceived likelihood of success increases terrorist motivation to instigate more airline hijackings, for example, in the wake of recent hijackings, as suggested by Dugan, LaFree, and Piquero (2005) . Event rates may also depend on unaccounted-for differences across cases that make some cases more prone to events than others. The existence of bad leaders can lead to civil wars (Brown 1996) and personality conflicts can lead to cabinet breakdowns (Martin and Vanberg 2003; Boehmke, Morey, and Shannon 2006) , for example, but these factors are not readily identified or measured. Different event rates across cases due to either event dependence or unobserved heterogeneity produce withinsubject correlation.
Researchers have different ways to account for these forms of within-subject correlation when estimating duration models, and these approaches are largely similar and available across semiparametric, parametric, and discrete time duration models. But we currently have little knowledge of how each approach performs in the presence of model misspecification or data constraints. In response, our study seeks to evaluate the robustness of repeated events models across various data conditions by examining the performance of various Cox models for repeated events.
The Cox semi-parametric duration model has been widely used to test the effects of variables on repeated events data, in particular because it makes no assumptions about the form of time dependence that may exist in the data. Many forms of the Cox model have also been proposed to deal with different forms of within-subject correlation in the context of repeated events processes. Various authors have compared the performance of these models under some specific conditions (Wei, Lin, and Weissfeld 1989; Stukel 1993; Pepe and Cai 1993; Cook, Lawless, and Nadeau 1996; Cook and Lawless 1997; Li and Lagakos 1997; Therneau and Hamilton 1997; Kelly and Lim 2000; Therneau and Grambsch 2000; Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef 2006; Metcalfe and Thompson 2006; Cheung et al. 2010) . But no one has examined the joint effect of time dependence and within-subject correlation on the estimates in the family of Cox models. We extend the work of Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef (2006) , examining the effect of both types of within-subject correlation-individually and jointly-in the context of three forms of Weibull distributed time-dependent repeated events processes on five models in the Cox family of duration models. Specifically, we consider Andersen and Gill's (1982) model, which is the Cox model with robust standard errors (SEs), the conditional-gap and elapsed-time (Prentice, Williams, and Peterson 1981) models, the frailty model in elapsed time (Oakes 1992) , and the conditional frailty model in gap time (BoxSteffensmeier and De Boef 2006) . Each of these models has been suggested as promising and/or is heavily used in the literature as a way to model repeated events.
We focus on the role of time dependence because it is a main challenge in modeling repeated events. Such data require making more assumptions about the nature of the data-generating process (DGP), but in many cases modelers make such choices under considerable uncertainty. Researchers often have no strong theoretical basis for specifying whether hazard rate processes are predominately a function of time since last event (gap time) or time since being at risk (elapsed time). Likewise, a researcher's ability to decipher whether processes exhibit significant unobserved heterogeneity or event dependence are often dependent on these assumptions, and these choices may mask misspecification of the baseline hazard process and, consequently, estimates of treatment effects.
For instance, we sampled a distribution of elapsed times drawn from a Weibull hazard distribution with a shape parameter of 1.2, where half the sample is given treatment ( ¼ À1:0). As shown in Fig. 1 , a researcher can easily specify this process as a gap-time process without indication of misspecification. Since the baseline hazard rate changes over time in a nonconstant manner, a gap-time specification of the data suggests the need for a stratified estimate of the baseline hazard (left panel). The misspecified gap-time model estimate provides a substantial underestimate of treatment's true effect ( ¼ À0:867, with a SE of 0.070). However, an examination of a diagnostic Cox-Snell residual plot (right panel) shows they are distributed as unit exponential, providing no indication of the incorrect model specification.
In addition, we are motivated by a second set of concerns that face analysts: data constraints. Theory and data provide us some information about the nature of the DGP and inform our choice of the optimal estimator. But practical issues with the data at hand often raise additional concerns for inference. We may find ourselves with a small number of cases (or cases relative to events), a small number of events, or a high degree of censoring. In some cases, the solution-if possible-is to get more data. Absent that option, what are the consequences of these data constraints for assessing the effects of variables on repeated events processes? The existing literature offers little guidance (Therneau and Grambsch 2000) . In the second part of the article, we examine the effects of each of these data constraints on the same five models, again under both types of within-subject correlation-individually and jointly-in the context of exponentially distributed times to event.
Our goal is to assess the robustness of commonly used duration model specifications for repeated events data analysis in situations faced by political scientists. Our primary tool is Monte Carlo analysis. In the following sections, we provide an overview of the Cox semi-parametric model and the extensions we consider here. The simulation setup follows. We turn then to the results of the analysis of the interaction of dependencies in the data due to time dependence and within-subjection correlation. This is followed by analysis of the effects across different time scales and various data constraints. Next we offer some advice to data analysts and some general conclusions about the robustness of the models. We find the conditional frailty model to be the most robust to the widest range of DGPs and data constraints, making it the most attractive option for analysts.
The Cox Model and Its Extensions
The Cox model estimates the (instantaneous) ratio of the hazard rate in the treated compared with the control group. It assumes proportional hazards-that the hazard ratio is constant over time. The Cox proportional hazard model is the most widely used model for the study of survival data because it makes no assumptions about the distribution of time-to-event. The Cox model uses time to order the composition of risk sets and then averages the treatment's hazard ratio across each observed risk set. But it is well known that, given within-subject correlation, the Cox model is both biased and inefficient. Many extensions of the baseline Cox model have been proposed to remedy the problems. We compare the performance of the most widely used and promising extensions. They vary in terms of the time scale over which the hazard is calculated, the risk set or time intervals during which a subject is deemed at risk for a given event k, the choice of common or event-specific baseline hazards, and in terms of how they handle the unobserved heterogeneity in the data. We briefly describe these distinctions here. Semi-Parametric Duration Models 1. Time scale. The time scale can be structured in gap time-where time resets with each event occurrence-or in elapsed (also referred to as total) time-where time is measured from the start of treatment. 1 2. Definition of the risk set. For the unrestricted risk set, all of a subject's risk intervals may contribute to the risk set for any given event, regardless of the number of events experienced by each subject. For the restricted risk set, only those subjects experiencing ðk À 1Þ events will be in the risk set (at risk) for the kth event. 3. Choice of a common versus event-specific baseline hazard. Baseline hazard rates may be event specific, in which case the hazard is stratified by event and the model allows the hazard to change with events, or it may be common to all events. 4. Handling of unobserved heterogeneity. Unobserved heterogeneity may be handled with variance-corrected SEs or the inclusion of a frailty term (also referred to as a random effect term).
The Andersen-Gill model is a straightforward extension of the basic Cox model. It is given in elapsed time with an unrestricted risk set where all subjects' risk intervals may contribute to the risk set for any given event, regardless of the number of events experienced by each subject (Andersen and Gill 1982) . The model has a common baseline hazard and uses variance-corrected SEs to control for within-subject correlation. Let T ik be true total time of the kth event for the ith subject, C ik be the censoring time of the kth event for the ith subject, and X ik the corresponding observation time, X ik ¼ minðT ik ,C ik Þ. z ik is a vector of covariates. Then the Andersen-Gill model has a hazard rate given by
where cases are at risk whenever X i,kÀ1 < t < X ik . So the observed time of the ðk À 1Þth event is less than the kth event.
The conditional gap-time model is in gap time with a restricted risk set so that contributions to the kth risk set are restricted to only include the kth event risk intervals of those subjects who have experienced (k À 1) events (Prentice, Williams, and Peterson 1981) . The model has event-specific baseline hazards and variance-corrected SEs to correct for within-subject correlation. The hazard rate is given by
where X ik is replaced by G ik , where G ik ¼ X ik À X i,kÀ1 is the gap time with X i0 ¼ 0. Cases are at risk when 0 < t À t kÀ1 < G ik so contributions to the risk set are restricted to only include the kth event risk intervals for those subjects who have experienced (k À 1) events. The conditional elapsed-time model is in total time with a restricted risk set. The model has event-specific baseline hazards and variance-corrected SEs to correct for within-subject correlation (Cook and Lawless 1997) . The hazard is given by
Contributions to the risk set are restricted to only include the kth event risk intervals for those subjects who have experienced (k À 1) events. The frailty model is in total time with an unrestricted risk set. It has a common baseline hazard and controls for within-subject correlation with a random effect or frailty term (Therneau and Grambsch 2000) . The hazard is given by
1 Both gap time and elapsed time can be generated from counting process notation.
where e ! i represents the unknown random effects or frailties associated with each subject i and are assumed to follow a specific distribution, generally Gamma or Gaussian. Cases are at risk when X i,kÀ1 < t < X ik . So the observed time of the (k À 1)th event is less than the kth event.
Finally, we estimate the conditional frailty model, which combines the gap-time formulation with a restricted risk set, and event-specific baseline hazards (Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef 2006) . The model controls for within-subject correlation with a random effect. In this way, the conditional frailty model is the most general of the models we consider. The hazard is given by
X ik is again replaced by G ik . So contributions to the risk set are restricted to only include the kth event risk intervals for those subjects who have experienced (k À 1) events.
3 Simulations: An Overview of the DGPs
Our goal is to assess the robustness of a family of Cox models under a variety of conditions given small samples and common data constraints. For this task, we rely primarily on simulations to empirically gauge model performance as we change the form of time dependence (distribution of time-to-event), the time scale (gap time or elapsed time), the degree of censoring, the number of events, and the sample size. For each case, we generate data that (1) contain event (occurrence) dependence such that the occurrence of an event makes its recurrence more or less likely, raising and lowering the baseline hazard, respectively, (2) contain unobserved heterogeneity such that some cases have higher or lower event rates, (3) contain both event dependence and heterogeneity, and finally (4) contain neither event dependence nor heterogeneity. We gauge model performance on three dimensions: the bias in the estimated treatment effects as well as in the estimated variance of the random effect, bias in the SEs, and rate at which the estimated confidence intervals include the true parameter. Our assessments of censoring focus on the mean estimates of b. Sample size experiments focus on the mean squared error of the estimates. The basic DGP for the experiments draw duration times (G ik ) from a Weibull distribution and varying combinations of heterogeneity and event dependence, time scale, number of events, and censoring. The baseline hazard was initially set to 1.0 and departures are noted below. The constant treatment effect was set to ¼ À1:0, as treatments are typically designed to reduce event rates.
2
Maximum follow-up time was set so that there was no censoring, with the maximum number of events set to 10, unless otherwise noted. All models were estimated in R using the survival package.
3
In our first set of experiments, we isolate the effect of the time dependence/distribution of timeto-event, essentially fixing censoring rates at zero by observing all cases until they reached the maximum number of events, k ¼ 10.
4 For all our time-to-event (gap-time) data, we draw the time of an individual i's kth event-t ik -from a Weibull distribution with hazard rate ik , where
0k is the baseline hazard rate and may vary by k. Event dependence enters in the form of the baseline hazard, 0k . If the baseline is constant across events, there is no event dependence, 0k ¼ 0 . When event dependence occurs, the baseline hazard is allowed to vary as some function of k. We follow Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef (2006) and specify 0k ¼ k 0 . This produces inter-event times that decrease as the number of events experienced grows, producing different and correlated event-specific baseline hazards. Time dependence is introduced through the Weibull shape parameter p. For values of p < 1:0, the hazards decrease with age, such as when chances of regime turnover fall the longer a regime lasts. For p > 1, failure is increasing as with age, such as when rates of policy change increase as existing policies become antiquated. When p ¼ 1, the Weibull reduces to the exponential distribution and the failure rate is constant over time and there is no duration dependence. We considered p ¼ 0:8, p ¼ 1:2, and p ¼ 1:0. Heterogeneity is introduced in the random effect, e ! i . It is set equal to 1 for the case of no unobserved heterogeneity-when sequential events are independent-or is drawn from a multiplicative Gamma distribution with a mean and variance equal to 1.0 when heterogeneity is introduced in the data. 5 The larger variance represents greater heterogeneity and produces higher correlations in event times. In addition, z i is a dichotomous and time-invariant covariate, indicating, for example, whether a subject has received treatment or not. Research analyzing the behavior of Cox-type estimators has typically assumed the data are distributed exponentially, which implies that time dependence itself is irrelevant. But Bender, Augustin, and Blettner (2005) demonstrate the importance of the distribution of time-to-event (see also Harezlak and Tu 2006; Metcalfe and Thompson 2006) , finding "complex effects" where the distribution of time-to-event "influences results in various directions and concerning different variables" (Bender, Augustin, and Blettner 2005, 1721) . We focus on data generated using the Weibull distribution because it can produce either decreasing or increasing monotonic hazard rates and nests the exponential model. We assess the effect of each form of time dependence in combination with within-subject correlation on the behavior of the estimates of the covariate effects and the estimates of the random effects. By fully factoring our three time dependence conditions (p ¼ ð1:0,0:8,1:2Þ), our two event dependence conditions ( 0k ¼ ð 0 ,k 0 Þ), and our two unobserved heterogeneity conditions (e ! i ¼ ð1, $ Gammað1=,Þ), we compare model performance across twelve conditions, summarized in Tables 1-4.
Time Dependence, No Unobserved Heterogeneity, and No Event Dependence
The first case we consider is that of Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef (2006) . Our results replicate theirs: In the absence of time dependence (p ¼ 1:0) and within-subject correlation ( 0k ¼ 0 , e ! i ¼ 1:0), the Cox model assumptions are met and all the estimated models perform well. See Table 1 , Panel A.
Adding time dependence by allowing a decreasing (p ¼ 0:8) or increasing (p ¼ 1:2) baseline hazard in the DGP given in equation (6) changes the implications of estimator choice. For nonconstant hazard rate processes with this DGP, only the gap-time models are correctly specified because as each event occurs, the risk starts over again/the clock restarts, as in the generated data. The gaptime models perform well when there is no heterogeneity and no event dependence because the only factor impacting conditional event rates is the treatment. The elapsed-time models, however, fail to compensate for the nonconstant hazard rates, here specifically how the hazard resets each time an event occurs. In the case of the exponentially distributed data, resetting never matters since the hazard is constant. Given increasing or decreasing hazard rates under the Weibull, however, once an event occurs the hazard rate returns to the level it was at the start.
7 So the hazard rate is much higher right after the event occurs, and then it decays over time under decreasing hazards. And under increasing baseline hazard rates, the hazard rate is much lower immediately after the event occurs, increasing over time. In general, elapsed-time models cannot accurately capture this relationship. The conditional elapsed-time model, however, allows for different baseline hazards by event and so picks up the "resetting" effect.
For decreasing baseline hazard rates, this misspecification increases estimates of the treatment's effectiveness. Treatment not only lowers the rate of an event, but also lowers the rate at which the 5 Specifically, e !i $ Gammað1=,Þ, where ¼ 1. We use the multiplicative Gamma distribution here because of its flexibility and to build upon previous results. 6 Half of the samples received treatment. 7 Depending on the quantity of interest, some might choose to attribute a treatment's effect on the resetting process to a part of a treatment's total effect (Cheung et al. 2010). hazard rate spikes up again. Elapsed-time models misattribute the difference in the baseline hazard as purely a result of treatment condition. This bias operates in a reverse direction for distributions with increasing baseline risk. Since the control group is more likely to experience an event, this will then reset its baseline risk to a lower level. Consequently, elapsed-time models misattribute this process as one where treatment has less of an effect. The only exception to this pattern is the result from the conditional elapsed-time model, which again picks up the resetting of the hazard rate via the varying baseline hazard rate, accommodating model misspecification. Nevertheless, the gaptime models perform the best when the baseline hazard is nonconstant; see Table 1 , Panels B and C.
The coverage rates for our estimates of b are all near the nominal 95% rate. They remain so for the conditional frailty model under both increasing and decreasing baseline hazard rates. Similarly, coverage rates for both conditional models are near 95%. The Andersen-Gill and elapsed-time frailty model underestimate the coverage rate by as much as approximately 50%. Both the frailty model and the conditional frailty model correctly estimate random effects that are effectively 0.
Time Dependence, Unobserved Heterogeneity, No Event Dependence
Next we consider the case of unobserved heterogeneity with no event dependence. For a model without frailty terms, failure to account for unobserved heterogeneity produces estimates biased toward 0 in a form that is dependent on the magnitude of the frailty variance (Henderson and 
where I À1 is the usual variance estimate of a Cox model (the inverse of the information matrix I) and B is a correction factor based on the correlation within cases. SEs for the frailty and conditional frailty models follow Gray (1992) 
H is the second derivative matrix for the penalized likelihood.
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Oman 1999). Within a model with negative treatment effect ( ¼ À1:0) and when 0k ¼ 1:0 at any time t, the observed population log of the hazard ratios equals log hðtÞ T hðtÞ C ¼ log pt pÀ1 expðÀ1Þ½1 À logðSðtÞÞ
At t ¼ 0, the log of the population hazard ratios is À 1.0, but as t approaches infinity, the second component, which is always positive, gets larger at a rate based on y, until it reaches its limit at 1.0. This failure to account for heterogeneity distorts the differences in hazards caused by the treatment. Eventually, both groups are observed to experience relatively equal hazard rates because at that point only the extremely strong reside in each group. These properties are supported by our simulations. When the DGP is characterized by heterogeneity, only models designed to capture that unobserved heterogeneity-the frailty and conditional frailty models-perform well. These models eliminate the imbalance across treatment and control groups not due to the treatment. As predicted, all other models underestimate the treatment Notes. Simulation results are for M ¼ 1000 replications. The DGP is given in equation (6) with ¼ À1:0, 0 ¼ 1:0, and N ¼ 100 cases. The random effect is generated from a multiplicative Gamma(1,1) such that the true value of ¼ 1. 0k ¼ 0 . Reported SEs for the AndersenGill, conditional elapsed-time, and conditional gap-time models are robust SEs:
effects. See Table 2 , Panel A. The frailty model's elapsed time also falters once there is time dependence and nonconstant hazards (Panels B and C). We find the conditional frailty model the most accurate; most other models experience bias toward zero, although for the elapsed-time model in Panel B this bias does not outweigh its original overestimate of treatment's effectiveness illustrated in Table 1 .
Across the distributions, the coverage rates for are all somewhat smaller than the nominal 95% level; in some cases only the conditional frailty model has coverage rates that approach 95%. In the case of the conditional models under an increasing baseline hazard, the rates for the Andersen-Gill and both conditional gap-and elapsed-time models have rejection rates approaching zero. In virtually all cases, the SEs are too small. Finally, although in the exponential both the conditional frailty and frailty models' estimate of y approach 1.0, under decreasing baseline hazards the estimate of is 35% too big and under increasing baseline hazards the estimate is approximately 50% too low. The frailty model in elapsed time cannot parse the treatment effect and the random effect. In all cases, the null that equals zero is rejected.
Time Dependence, Event Dependence with No Heterogeneity
Given a negative treatment effect, cases in the control group will experience more events than in the treatment group. When the data exhibit positive event dependence, the effect is exacerbated, raising 
H is the second derivative matrix for the penalized likelihood. the event rate in the control group relative to the treatment group. Treatment thus looks more effective than it is, unless the models are stratified. A positive treatment effect would have a similar result because the treatment effect produces more cases having more events and event dependence produces yet more cases having more events. The effect of the treatment once again looks bigger than it is, as the effects of the event dependence are picked up by the estimated treatment effect. Thus, for the exponential, the frailty models that do not stratify overestimate treatment effects, whereas models that stratify perform well; see Table 3 , Panel A. Introducing time dependence either exaggerates (p ¼ 0:8) or mitigates (p ¼ 1:2) elapsed model biases in the presence of event dependence, where the misspecified conditional elapsed-time model appears to be somewhat more robust to misspecification in this case; see Table 3 , Panels B and C.
Under event dependence, we also find that SEs on the estimate of b tend to be too small, with the exception of the conditional frailty model, where they are slightly larger than the standard deviation (SD) of the estimates. Coverage rates for the frailty model are zero in all cases. This makes sense given how far off the estimates of b actually are. The Andersen-Gill model has similarly small rejection rates. The estimates of y and the rejection rates on the null that ¼ 0 are not surprising. The conditional frailty model picks up event dependence with the event-specific baseline hazards so that it correctly estimates y to be 0 and essentially never rejects the null. The elapsed-time frailty model's estimate of y, although centered on 0 for the exponential case, misattributes event Notes. Simulation results are for M ¼ 1000 replications. The DGP is given in equation (6) with ¼ À1:0, 0 ¼ 1:0, and N ¼ 100 cases. The random effect is generated from a multiplicative Gamma(1,1) such that the true value of ¼ 1. 0k ¼ k 0 . Reported SEs for the AndersenGill, conditional elapsed-time, and conditional gap-time models are robust SEs:
dependence's interaction with the nonconstant hazard rate as a product of unobserved heterogeneity. For both Weibull distributions, it estimates the frailty variance as larger than 0 and with rejection rates that approach 1.0.
Time Dependence, Unobserved Heterogeneity, and Event Dependence
The case where both event dependence and heterogeneity are present with time dependence is more complicated. Here, imbalance in conditional event rates in the control and treatment arms due to heterogeneity interact with those caused by event dependence. Under a negatively signed treatment effect, fewer cases experience a small number of events and more cases experience a large number of events in the control group. This magnifies the imbalance in conditional event rates due to heterogeneity so that models that do not control for both heterogeneity and event dependence will, in the first case, underestimate the treatment effect, and in the second case overestimate it. If treatment effects are positive, we see the same result because the probability of having an event conditional on the subject having no event or a small number of events is higher in the control group than in the treatment group. This makes treatment look less effective than it is, biasing estimates toward zero.
Importantly, we fail to find the combination of specification errors canceling out any misspecification bias. For instance, the Andersen-Gill estimates still exhibit substantial positive bias from unobserved heterogeneity, despite the negative biasing effects of event dependence (Table 4) or time dependence with decreasing hazards (Panel B). The effect of the combination of conditions is to increase the average SE estimate, but this only slightly improves the coverage rate.
Importantly, whereas heterogeneity and event dependence affect the conditional probability of experiencing an event in the treatment and control groups, the conditional frailty model controls for both heterogeneity and event dependence so that any imbalance in conditional event rates must be due to the treatment. We see the superior performance of the conditional frailty model across all the scenarios; see Table 4 , Panels A-C.
Finally, when there is both event dependence and heterogeneity, we see that the SEs tend to be too small, in some cases substantially so. Coverage rates quickly fall off from 90% for the conditional frailty model to a 0% rejection rate for the frailty model under decreasing hazards, and the conditional elapsed-time model under both increasing and decreasing baseline hazards. Like the case of the DGP with event dependence only, is too big, by 480%, and in the case of increasing hazards it is 226% too big. Using R's penalized likelihood estimator, all estimates of y had a 100% rejection rate, rejecting the null that ¼ 0 in every case.
The Interaction of Time and Within-Subjection Correlation
Examining the effects of time dependence under these four conditions provides us with a number of consistent findings. First, regardless of the existence of time dependence, omitting a random effect when there is unobserved heterogeneity results in an underestimation of the treatment effect, as was suggested in previous work (Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef 2006) . Similarly, failure to estimate an event-specific baseline hazard when there is positive event dependence resulted in estimates of the treatment effect that were too big.
Moreover, both these biases are exacerbated by nonconstant hazard rates when incorrectly specifying a baseline hazard process. For instance, in Table 1 (Panel B) we found that decreasing hazard rates make treatment effects appear more effective in elapsed model estimates since treatment delays the experience of an event and, thus, keeps hazard rates at their lower levels for greater duration. But this difference in hazard rates is even greater if there is positive event dependence (Table 3 , Panel B), as each successive event raises the hazard rate. Since the disparity in the rate at which the hazard rates change is associated with treatment, elapsed models attribute it to be a function of treatment. Likewise, since increasing hazard rates and unobserved heterogeneity both make treatment appear less effective, the combination of conditions make elapsed models underestimate treatment effects to a greater degree (Table 2, Panel C).
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Importantly, in all cases, the conditional frailty model exhibits little bias and consistently exhibits the highest coverage rate. The flexibility of the model also appears to come at little cost, as the model performs equal to its more restrictive counterparts when there is no event dependence or unobserved heterogeneity (or both).
Robustness to Misspecifying Time Scale
The conditional frailty model exhibits superior performance across all conditions when the hazard rate is associated with time since last event. In contrast, the elapsed-time models performed especially poorly when hazard rates increased or decreased over time. But do these findings hold when the time scale is switched? In many practical applications, researchers face uncertainty over whether hazard rates are predominately a function of time since last event (gap time) or time since being at risk (elapsed time). For instance, the risk of civil war or international conflict may predominately be a function of how long a state, dyad, or regime has existed instead of time since last dispute (e.g., Maoz 1996) . The relative performance of the conditional frailty model may change if the time scale process is misspecified.
We ran a similar set of experiments to compare the performance of the conditional frailty model to elapsed-time models but under a different time scale, making the hazard rate a function of time since origin. 8 A hazard rate that is flat over elapsed time is no different than our previous simulations with a hazard rate that is flat over gap time, so we only tabulate results when hazard rates are a function of a Weibull process that either increases (p ¼ 1:2) or decreases (p ¼ 0:8) over time. This results in four conditions for each hazard rate, where we again varied the presence or absence of event dependence and the presence or absence of unobserved heterogeneity. Table 5 summarizes our estimates across the four experimental conditions with an increasing hazard rate over elapsed time. In Panel A, the three elapsed-time models are all correctly specified and have coverage rates near 95%. The misspecified conditional frailty model underestimates the effect of treatment, but its estimates are not far off, with a coverage rate around 54%. The advantages of the model's flexibility are apparent when the DGP changes. If there is either event dependence or heterogeneity (Panels B and C), the correctly specified elapsed-time models produce unbiased estimates, but the other elapsed-time models perform much worse. In contrast, the small bias in the misspecified conditional frailty model shows little change. In both panels, the conditional frailty model exhibits the second best coverage rate. When there is both unobserved heterogeneity and event dependence, all four models are misspecified since none of the elapsed-time models account for both unobserved heterogeneity and event dependence. In this situation, the misspecified conditional frailty model performs the best, with a relatively small bias and a coverage rate of 85.1%.
The conditional frailty model's performance also compares favorably if the hazard rate instead decreases across time (Table 6 ). With a decreasing hazard rate over time, the conditional frailty model estimates treatment to have a slightly stronger preventative effect. But the model's flexibility makes its estimates robust, such that the relatively small bias is consistent across all four conditions. Again, when either unobserved heterogeneity or event dependence are present, the conditional frailty model's coverage rates are second to only the correctly specified model (Panels B and C). If the hazard rate process has both event dependence and heterogeneity, then the gap-time conditional frailty model outperforms all the elapsed-time models, with a much smaller bias and the highest coverage rate.
These results demonstrate the flexibility and robustness of the conditional frailty model to timescale specification. Compared with elapsed model estimates of gap-time processes (Panels B and C in Tables 1-4), the conditional frailty estimates of a misspecified time scale perform either equivalently or better. Moreover, when event dependence and heterogeneity are present, the more flexible conditional frailty model performs the best.
In combination, for repeated events data we find that an incorrect assumption of a duration's time scale (elapsed or gap time) is not as problematic as a failure to account for forms of withinsubject correlation. For instance, when only unobserved heterogeneity was present the frailty and conditional frailty models were the best performers across both settings (Panels B and C of Table 2  and Panel B of Tables 5 and 6 ). The different time-scale specifications do not change the relative balance of observations and event rates in the treatment and control group, only the composition or ordering of the risk sets among these observations. This produces some error when the Cox model divides out the baseline hazard, but it does not change the relative contribution of treatment and control observations to the partial likelihood. In contrast, much stronger biases occur when estimates fail to account for event dependence or unobserved heterogeneity. When either is present, the model estimates fail to account for within-subject correlation and the differences they create in the treatment and control group's event rate. Thus, a flexible approach to modeling within-subject (6) with ¼ À1:0, 0 ¼ 1:0, and N ¼ 100 cases. The random effect is generated from a multiplicative Gamma(1,1) such that the true value of ¼ 1. 0k ¼ k 0 . Reported SEs for the AndersenGill, conditional elapsed-time, and conditional gap-time models are robust SEs:
H is the second derivative matrix for the penalized likelihood. correlation consistently outperforms the more restrictive, and the conditional frailty model remains preferable because it offers such flexibility in the face of uncertainty about the nature of the DGP.
Data Constraints
We turn next to the problem of data constraints. These are both different from and similar to the problems created by dependencies in the DGP. The nature of the problems is philosophically different; dependencies in the data are typically features of the underlying process. They make the process what it is. But data constraints are often limitations in sample size from a lack of resources, foresight of those coming before us to collect data, or the slow march of time since a historic event. Given enough time or resources the problem would, presumably, disappear. Yet they are similar to the problems above as well. Data constraints can create imbalance in the control and treatment arms that make treatment look more or less effective than it is, unless an estimator corrects for this imbalance in some way. Or, more insidious, data constraints may falsely create the illusion of balance in the control and treatment arms of the data, that without using the best model can lead to biased and inefficient estimates of the treatment effect. (6) with ¼ À1:0, 0 ¼ 1:0, and N ¼ 100 cases. The random effect is generated from a multiplicative Gamma(1,1) such that the true value of ¼ 1. 0k ¼ k 0 . Reported SEs for the AndersenGill, conditional elapsed-time, and conditional gap-time models are robust SEs:
Sample Size: Number of Cases and Number of Events
Flexible model specifications, like the conditional frailty model, may perform better in large N simulation studies, but repeated events data rarely meet these standards. More commonly, researchers often encounter a small number of cases or a small number of events per case. However, the research literature has yet to establish the number or distribution of each needed to produce stable frailty estimates (Therneau and Grambsch 2000, 256) . Consequently, our next set of experiments look at the role of sample size for the mean squared error of the estimated treatment effects to examine the potential efficiency gains in parsimony and when, if ever, they change the choice of estimator.
Sample sizes vary tremendously across disciplines and subfields. Suciu (2002) defines a small sample as forty-five or fewer observations. In contrast, data sets of thousands of observations are also possible. In the repeated events case, sample size is equal to the product of the number of events and the number of individuals plus the product of any censored observations and the number of individuals who are censored. This means that sample size is a function both of number of events and of number of cases. We separately assess the effects of both cases and events.
Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef (2006) show that when an estimator is able to correctly capture the DGP, more events provide more information with which to estimate covariate effects and thus lead to a reduction in bias. When the estimator does not capture the features of the DGP, more events yield more biased estimates. However, this work did not address the role of an increasing sample size that occurs with increasing the numbers of events. We hold censoring and sample size constant to focus on the role played by the number of events experienced and the number of cases. This allows us to answer the question of how sample size matters, whether it is the number of events experienced across the control and treatment arms of a variable or the number of cases.
We first vary the number of cases from ten to 330, whereas the number of events is fixed at three per case. Next we isolate the effect of the number of events, fixing the number of cases at a hundred while allowing the number of events to grow from two to ten. In either scenario, the sample size ranges up to approximately a thousand. In all cases, the data are generated from exponentially distributed times-to-events as in equation (6). Once again, we compare results across conditions in which there is neither heterogeneity nor event dependence, heterogeneity but no event dependence, event dependence without heterogeneity, and event dependence with heterogeneity. These results are summarized in two four-panel graphs in Figs. 2 and 3 , which plot our estimates of each model's mean squared error.
When we increase cases while holding events per case constant, the results are straightforward. For each modeling approach, as the ratio of cases to events within cases increases, model estimates consistently improve and grow nearer to the true treatment effect. We consistently see the greatest improvements for each estimator when the number of cases moves from ten to thirty to fifty. For data with a small number of cases relative to instances of repeated events, it is clear that models that fail to accommodate the true DGP are often far from accurate. After about fifty cases, however, these error rates are reduced, although they never reach 0.
Another finding from these results is that efficiency concerns in small samples rarely motivate the more parsimonious estimator. In instances with no event dependence and no heterogeneity all models do well, since all model specifications include the DGP. The elapsed models do slightly worse than the two gap-time specifications and, among these two groups, estimation of an unnecessary frailty parameter increases the mean squared error at most by 4%. Likewise, for event dependence with no heterogeneity, the mean squared error is reduced by about 4% if one can correctly choose the more parsimonious conditional gap model. In cases with unobserved heterogeneity and event dependence, the misspecified conditional gap model might be preferred on efficiency grounds over the conditional frailty if the number of cases is as low as ten. But in all other instances, the unbiased conditional frailty model also possesses the smallest mean squared error. Figure 3 shows that when cases are held constant, but repeated events increase per case, the differences in estimators grow. Those models that do not encompass the true DGP frequently produce worse estimates as the number of observed events per case increase. Increasing the number of events magnifies the effects of imbalance in the treatment and control arms, so it becomes easier to see the effects of imbalance on the estimators that do not encompass the DGP. More information, in the form of more events, means that the estimator performs as poorly or more poorly since it enhances the effects of misspecification.
Taken together, we find that concerns about misspecification are perhaps greatest not when sample sizes are small, but when the number of repeated events relative to the number of sampled cases is high. An increase in the number of cases relative to events lessens some concerns of misspecification, as it allows some misspecified models to approach the true treatment effect. But this reduction in bias decreases marginally and to a limit, such that these estimates consistently remain biased and less efficient. More generally, we find that conditional and frailty estimators perform well even with few observations, such that the conditional frailty model is the optimal estimator regardless of sample size or events per case considerations.
Censoring
Our last set of simulations focus on the role of censoring. Censoring occurs when information is incomplete for an individual. In the repeated events case, it is only the last observation for an individual that is counted as censored. In political science, we have censoring when participants drop out of the study or the study ends before an event occurs. Censoring is common to studies of repeated events and rates vary across real-world applications. Yet, the repeated events literature is surprisingly silent on the effects of varying degrees of censoring. Censoring represents a combination of potential effects that may improve the relative performance of parsimonious models over frailty or conditional model specifications. That is, censoring may have an impact by reducing sample size and by creating an imbalance in the number of events observed for each case. To compare estimator performance, we again work with data generated from exponentially distributed times-to-event (p ¼ 1:0).
We present our results for a random censoring mechanism that is not correlated with treatment effects or the hazard rate. We begin by generating data so that each case experienced the maximum number of events. Next, we randomly selected a case to be censored. In the third step, we randomly selected the event number for which the case was to be censored. Finally, we randomly selected the time at which the case was censored for that event number. This was repeated until we had censored enough cases to reach the desired censoring rate, which ranged from 0% to 50%.
10 Censoring the data in this manner has the effect of producing an identical range of censoring rates regardless of the presence/absence of heterogeneity and event dependence, only the event times will vary across conditions.
At times, we supplement our discussion with additional findings from a second set of experiments that censored the data by varying the follow-up time for our fixed baseline hazard rate, The random effect is generated from a multiplicative Gamma(1,1) such that the true value of ¼ 1 under heterogeneity. Under event dependence, 0k ¼ k 0 , otherwise 0k ¼ 0 . N ¼ 100 and k ranges from two through ten for sample sizes ranging from two hundred to a thousand. selecting time intervals that gave us a wide range of variation in censoring rates. This form of censoring is correlated with treatment effects and other factors associated with the hazard rate, and may be common to certain political science data sets. The shorter the follow-up time, the more cases were censored before experiencing an event, especially those cases with lower hazard rates.
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We present a summary of our results in Fig. 4 . When there is no censoring for the setting with no unobserved heterogeneity and no event dependence, the mean estimates of the treatment effect match those in Table 1 , Panel A (by definition). The only factor affecting conditional event rates is the treatment. As the amount of censoring increases, the effect is to increase the size of the estimated treatment effect, but only mildly so (on the order of 5%-10%).
In this setting, the degree of bias is slightly larger for the three conditional models and most likely a function of biased likelihood estimation in small samples. With 50% random censoring, there is a 50% chance of being censored before each event for each observation. Meaning, on average, we have two hundred observations where fifty out of a hundred cases get censored before event 1, twenty-five out of the remaining fifty cases get censored before event 2, and we average less than one observation remaining before event 7. Since the conditional models generate their estimates by comparing within different groups defined by the number of previous events, the estimates of the different baseline hazard are more prone to small sample bias as observations per stratum dwindle (Sun and Yang 2000; Therneau and Grambsch 2000, 68) . Therefore, researchers should seek a sufficient number of observations per stratum to ensure accurate estimation of conditional models.
When we have event dependence and no heterogeneity, the conditional elapsed-and gap-time models and conditional frailty model, each of which captures the true DGP by stratifying, perform well with no censoring. Again, similar to what we observe in the previous setting, there is a slight increase in the size of the estimated treatment effect, on the order of 10%, when censoring rates increase to 0.5 and observations per stratum are limited. Thus, regardless of whether event dependence exists, stratified estimates slightly overestimate treatment effects when there are fewer observations to compare within stratum. But this degree of bias is relatively small and is likely easily addressed if researchers combine the few cases with many events into one stratum.
As already noted, the Andersen-Gill and frailty models overestimate the treatment effect size, in this case because they do not control for event dependence (see Table 3 , Panel A). The degree of overestimation ranges from 35% to 50% for the Andersen-Gill model and 50% to 150% for the frailty model in elapsed time. Again, cases in the control group will experience k events more quickly than in the treatment group, even more so than for the conditional models because the event dependence is left uncontrolled and assumed to be a function of treatment. Censoring can limit this bias, however, because it can lessen the number of events observed per case. Again, with 50% censoring, half of the observations are censored before the first event occurs, such that the average number of observations (both censored and uncensored) per case is two. With fewer events experienced, the differences in the rate these k events are experienced in the control and treatment groups diminish. Since fewer events per case reduce bias in the size of the estimated treatment effect (Fig. 3) , it pulls the mean back toward À1.0.
In the case of heterogeneity only (bottom left graph), the frailty model and the conditional frailty model both encompass the true DGP so that bias is small under no censoring (Table 2, Panel A). However, censoring and the reduction in number of observations have different consequences for these two estimators. In this setting, increased censoring and reduced events per case produce an underestimate of y and a slight underestimate of the treatment effect. For a frailty model in elapsed time, the mean estimate is biased downward by about 10% with censoring rates of approximately 0.3. This bias is slightly less for the conditional frailty model because, as discussed above, it also possesses a small positive bias from stratification.
In contrast, the models that lack a frailty term all underestimate the treatment effect because heterogeneity means that the frail will be disproportionately in the higher strata for the treatment group. And again, with fewer cases experiencing all the events, censoring produces fewer cases in these higher strata such that the disproportionality is reduced. However, even in cases of extreme censoring of 50%, the mean estimates of the treatment effect are about half the true size. Based on our additional set of simulations, we found it is possible that censoring can make this bias even smaller for these three estimators if censoring is correlated with time. In short, the frail in the treatment group are not only more likely to be in higher strata, but also are more likely to be censored, which reduces the imbalance. However, even in these settings the imbalance is never lessened to a point that their bias is less than 20%.
We believe these results that indicate data limitations should rarely constrain researchers from including frailty terms, even in cases of extreme censoring or severe imbalance in repeated events. For instance, compare the Andersen-Gill and the elapsed frailty estimates across the two graphs in the right column of Fig. 4 . Across all censoring conditions, the elapsed frailty model performs essentially equal to the Andersen-Gill model when no heterogeneity is present.
12 However, even with only 50% of cases providing multiple observations, the frailty model is a substantially better estimator than the Andersen-Gill when unobserved heterogeneity is present. Thus, the benefits of accounting for unobserved heterogeneity far outweigh costs from data limitations. Finally, under both event dependence and heterogeneity, we see the various estimators performing as they did when they did not encompass the true DGP under the occurrence of event dependence or heterogeneity. The three estimators that do not account for heterogeneity underestimate the treatment effect substantially for all censoring rates because unobserved heterogeneity is the main force of bias in their treatment effect estimates. The frailty model that does not account for event dependence overestimates the treatment effect, with the greatest infraction occurring with no censoring. In this case, the failure to include event dependence is the main contributor of bias, although this again reduces by censoring rates. These findings only slightly change within our additional set of simulations that examine time-correlated censoring. The Andersen-Gill model switches from averaging an underestimate to an overestimate when censoring rates are above 20% in this setting because the biasing effect of a failure to model event dependence surpasses the biasing effects of unobserved heterogeneity.
Once again, however, the conditional frailty model performs very well over the full censoring range we have examined. There is a very small drop in the estimate of the treatment effect size as censoring increases beyond about 30%. But even when half the cases are censored, the mean estimate of the treatment effect is À0.954. Again, the slight downward bias of frailty estimates with high censoring compensates for the slight upward bias associated with stratifying estimates when there are few cases within each strata. Consequently, even for data with high censoring rates, where there are very few observations per case and an imbalance of events per case, the conditional frailty specification has little costs associated with it. Stratified estimates of event dependence provide a marginal overestimation of treatment when cases per stratum are few, but these can often be easily accounted for by the researcher. Moreover, although frailty estimates can underestimate unobserved heterogeneity and, thus, treatment effect with high rates of censoring, their estimates still outperform more parsimonious specifications.
Conclusions
Analysts wishing to understand the effects of covariates on repeated events processes face many challenges. There is often considerable uncertainty about the nature of the DGP. Specifically, researchers have little theoretical basis for selecting the form of time dependence underlying the distribution of event recurrence. Adding to the problem, analysts often cannot measure or do not know all the variables that influence event recurrence and have limited knowledge about whether the occurrence of an event changes the risk associated with future events.
We have shown that these features of the DGP are not always innocuous. In particular, choosing an estimator that does not properly account for within-subject correlation typically produces large biases in the estimated treatment effect because the misspecification, whatever its form, is attributed to the independent variable. Heterogeneity and event dependence induce bias if left unmodeled when there is no time dependence and the problem is exacerbated when there is time dependence in the data, specifically when the underlying hazard increases or decreases monotonically over time. These findings are robust to time scales and hold even when the analyst has the luxury of a large sample size and no censoring. The message from our analysis is clear: The only consistent defense against the problems associated with uncertainty about the DGP and within-subject correlation is to estimate the most flexible model, like the conditional frailty model.
Further, in many cases not only does uncertainty about the DGP plague the analysis, but data collected are also affected by small samples due either to a small number of cases or events and also by censoring. Our results pinpoint the source of the sample size problem: When the number of repeated events relative to the number of cases is high, the mean squared error associated with the models grows, unless the model encompasses the DGP. Again, using the conditional frailty model serves as the best defense against the problem. Censoring, even moderate levels, often produces large biases in the estimated treatment effects which, when combined with the problems of unobserved heterogeneity and event dependence, are difficult to predict. This is true even without the complication of time dependence. Under these conditions, the bias incurred using the conditional frailty model is minimal and always at least as small as the alternatives.
It is important to note that our findings apply only for the Weibull and exponential distributions of times-to-event. More nuanced forms of event dependence associated with alternative distributions for times-to-event may result in baseline hazards that increase, then decrease. Nonmonotonic forms of time dependence are more complicated and may not be well captured by the models we estimate here. This remains for future research.
Our comparisons are also specific to the Cox family of models, but our findings and conclusions likely apply to different repeated events estimators as well. In discrete time settings, researchers may estimate a logit with clustered SEs to account for repeated events. But accounting for event dependence or unobserved heterogeneity is less common in published work, as few studies specify a random effects logit and fewer still include event-specific time dummy variables or event-specific time splines. Our findings suggest that the failure to consider these sources of within-subject correlation will substantially bias results, even if repeated events are infrequent.
The takeaway message from our analysis, though, is clear. For continuous event-history data, the conditional frailty model has the flexibility to capture multiple aspects of DGPs and observed features of the data that other models commonly used in applied research and analyzed here cannot. It has proven to be versatile and robust, outperforming or performing equally as well as more parsimonious models, such as the elapsed-time frailty and nonfrailty conditional gap-time model. Importantly, the conditional frailty model did so under substandard conditions, such as a misspecified time scale, low sample size, or high censoring. This strongly suggests that we use the conditional frailty model when estimating models for repeated events in general. Thus, we are more confident in the utility of the conditional frailty model as "recommended" across the commonly applied settings we analyze here. 
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